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Abstract

It is speculated that chiral symmetry and unified

gauge symmetry of weak and electromagnetic interactions

become exact and manifest in regions of high nuclear

density.
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A central feature of unified gauge theories of wea
k and electromasnetic

1
interactions,  and of chiral symmetry realization, i

s the role of the

vacuum and its invariance properties.  Typically a s
calar field multiplet

sees a potential whose minimum has a lower symmetry
 than that of the

Lagrangian; the symmetry of the theory is "spontaneously broken" and is

realized either with Goldstone-Nambu particles or, 
with gauge fields

present, through the Higgs' mechanism.  By choosing
 the shape of the

scalar field potential, a symmetric or asymmetric v
acuum may be arranged

as the ground state and the physics of one kind of r
ealization (say spon-

taneously broken, with massive gauge fields) may be
 smoothly varied into

another kind of realization (say exact and manifest
, with massless

gauge fields) by varying the shape of the potentia
l, that is, by changing

the theory.

But is this change of the theory, however appealing
, a mere Gedanken

experiment?  Or can nature itself deform the effect
ive potential, at least

in a limited domain of space, and thus physically 
realize the various

modes of symmetry breaking?

2
Lee and Wick  have recently pointed out that a cha

nge in an effective

scalar field potential may be achieved in a localiz
ed region of high

nuclear density leading to a stable or metastable "abnormal nuclear state,"

hereafter denoted ANS.  The mechanism, they also no
te, may alternatively

be taken as the basis of a model for binding quarks
 in a hadron.

Here both possibilities are entertained and it is 
suggested, in the

light of this mechanism, that the chiral symmetry a
nd weak interactions of

nucleons in an ANS (or of quarks in a hadron) may 
be considerably different

from those of free nucleons (or free quarks) becau
se a high nuclear (or

quark) density induces a vacuum "polarization" which draws the vacuum away
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from the zero density "direction" to some other domain configuration with

profoundly different physical properties.

A consequence is that the ANS may exhibit weak interactions  of

electromagnetic strength and manifest chiral symmetry exactly with zero

effective nucleon and gauge meson masses; and hadron theories which

incorporate weak interactions via effectively free constituent quarks,

ignoring the binding effects associated with high quark density, may lack

central features of the physics.

The possibilities of alternative vacuum realizations of these kinds

1

are as numerous and varied as the many models  of unified weak and

electromagnetic interactions which have been concocted in the past few

years.  Here the main idea of perhaps the most radical possibility will

be illustrated by studying a hybrid of the original Weinberg lepton

theory3   and   the  M-a-N   SU (2)  X SU (2) c-mode14 joined   to each other  with   a

5,6
cross coupling term between the· c-TT multiplet and the leptonic Higgs

field multiplet.  Neglecting nuclear density effects, the model incor-

porates a conventional picture of chiral symmetry breakdown within the

.

context of a unified weak and electromagnetic gauge theory with a simple

extension to hadrons.  Details of the model are discussed in Ref.6.

The Lagrangian is

    =    W   H   ZH                                                                                              (1)

where

Sw   -   -*(t v  -  3,i, + gi  x Xv)2    -   *(tB,  -  BvB»)2-   IYR D"L

2 t               (2)-KYBDBR - *| I) 912 - Ge(1;FR+ gftL) - Ml  9 9+ h(6)2,

T,H =  f (*+ gfEL)'                                          (3)
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and

f. --5  D N -Ny D N tg (N MtN +NRMBiL) - |D;JELI231   L  B L  R  14 RoLR

2  +2  2 2
-A o (a    +T r   -a    )                              (4 i

with .

, =c,t )
3 left dbublet,

\90

/V\
L  =   *(1 + Y5)1       1, left doublet,

\e /
R = *(1-Y5)e,  left singlet,

A+ , SU(2)L gauge triplet,

811,YL
gauge singlet,

/P\
NL  =   (1 + Y5) 1 ,  left doublet,

\n./

N. = ,(1-,5,   {:   ,
left singlet,

O .- A
;               at ·iTT       1/2  Tr     M=  a t i T•T r =

, ,

 i/2  TT-     O - iTTO  

f- i/2   Trt \
E. =1 | ,  left doublet,                   (5)L / 0 i

at irr    )

where

D   =   -  igt• i,  -  ig 'Y B  ,
(6)

is the SU(2)L XY covariant derivative.  S  is the Weinberg lepton theory

of Ref. 3. ZH' apart from terms arising from the covariant derivation is

a conventional SU(2)R X SU(2)I. c-model.    £WH is the cross coupling  term

.
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which preserves the weak SU(2)LXY gauge invariance.  In Ref.6 it is shown,

in tree approximation, that

m.1 - 410((a)2-,2 )                                   (7)

u'02  = m"2 + 810<a>2                                                                   (8)

1 /, 0,2
MW =  (Cop 1  + <a>2 

HZ "   g2 + g,2)((90>2 + <a>21                         (9)

m,2  =  g.2 <C>2 (10)

8PA i = m 2 <a>Trit
non-pole-terms (11)

t

where <cpo> is real, cp  =9 , BO , and <a> and <cpl> = /2 <<p'> are soluti6ns

of the extremum equations.

4109(02 - a2)  - /2  (Plf= 0 (12)

M1291 -h  (213 - /2·f c=0                      '                                    (13)

arising from minimizing the relevant part of the interaction energy

2 2 2
M12912 - h (52)27/Ca,cpl)= Ao(a -a ) - /2.ccplf + 2

(14)

all terms which can not possibly develop vacuum expectation values having

been  dropped. We shall concentrate  on  the two interesting cases (1) h  so

and    (2)   M. 2
no which   lock the chiral breakdown   to the gauge symmetry

breakdown.  Then with the corresponding constraints of Eq. (13) imposed

one can define the energy densities

U(1) <_  _."/ /2 af)
'u,  =U ( '91  =         2 j (15)

Ml
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u(2, Ca, -·,1 (-,/2 f )' *                                                 (16)= u (a, 91   =            h

u(112) (c)  simply project 9(a,(Pl)  on the surface  implied by the constraint

of Eq. (13).  They are the effective potentials seen by the c field, with

extremum  at the solutions   of  Eq. (12)   with (13) imposed.      In  case    (1)   this

minimum is at 22 2 f
a  =a t0 M12ko

and Eq. (15) can be written

(l)       m,2.-N' 5;)2((-c-)2 - ,f                                 (17)U  (C) =
8          \go /    l\co

where  constant  terms have been dropped and Eqs. (7), (8), and (10) have

been used.  Similarly
4

2    2
2

U(2)Ca) =  «,im" (>22(E(t)'- 1+ 51 - 35(t) }        (18)

where
2

2m r6=-
2    2

m -m
,

C TT

and in both cases
2 22 2, ,2 (19)

mN = go Go  = go (C' ,

the effective nuclear mass arising from a no
n zero vacuum expectation

co = <c>, the minimum a field configuration.

(1,2)
Let us now add to U (c) a term describing the effect of high

nucleon density, using the incompressible f
luid model employed by Lee and

27
Wick  and Lee K

'F

222 (20)
UN(n,cy) =  2·    k dk(k +Ineff) - nmN
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where

2                                  6

KF  =    (3Tr  n/2) 1

2        22
m   =g  <a>eff   o

and n is the nucleon density.  Then define

(1.2) (1.2)
U  '  (a,n) E U  '  (a) + UN(n,a),eff

the effective potential seen by the c field in the presence of nuclear

matter of density n. Within such matter the stability position of c,

<a>, shifts from a , according to the effect of UN.  Figures 1 and 2 are
O                 2

plots of                
         

20 2 U(1,2)(a)
% ma

for various nucleon densities n=B n o where n  is the density of heavy
0

nuclei

.0 - [f' (1.2 fm)'I' - .1,8 fmT'
and  (4Tr)-lg02  = 15, m( = 1.15 GeV. The similarity of Figs. (1)  and  (2)

indicate that the power with which <91> +0 as <a> +0 does nos alter the

main features of the ANS; indeed, both plots are qualitatively quite similar

to the corresponding a-potential plot of Lee and Wick and Lee, who do not

consider the joint a, 91 effect and the implication for chiral and gauge

symmetries.

For B=l (normal heavy nucleon density) a metastable ANS is present

at meff/mN =0= <c>/00 which becomes degenerate with the normal state at

B wl.1 and. is the stable state for B 21.1.  In such a state, with <a> and

<91> both vanishing, chiral symmetry and the weak and electromagnetic

gauge symmetry are realized exactly and manifestly, with no spontaneous

breakdown. One has effective masses
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m 2 =ma200TT

meff
=0

with the gauge mesons propagating as zero mass particles

mW-mZ=O

The axial vector current is exactly conserved   and   SU (2)  x SU (2) is realized

with mass degenerate multiplets.1,               I               4
Since the gauge symmetry, within these dense domains, is conventionally

realized, their weak and electromagnetic interactions will be of equal

strength and the usual Wigner-Eckart theorem may be applied to the SU(2)L;

for example, the total cross section of neutrinos on lefthanded protons is

equal to the total cross section of lefthanded electrons on lefthanded

neutrons.

If neutron stars, supernova, or· black holes provide the correct density

conditions,  and ANS are formed with  <0> -<91>-0,  then the microscopic

astrophysics of such objects will be quite radically different from that of

normal matter and structure studies will have to cope with weak interactions

as strong as the electromagnetic interaction; such objects may provide a

laboratory in which exact symmetry is recovered.

t

Another possibility is that these states may be found in heavy ion

collisions; the signature  of  such a state,  if the  <c> - <91 > - 0 mechanism

is realized, would be a weak decay (say parity violating) at electro-

magnetic rates.

Finally, the implications for quark theories of hadrons, if the quark

density is high enough, include a zero effective quark mass within a hadron

with binding dynamics which may involve massless gauge fields and exact

realization of unified gauge and chiral symmetry.  Work in this direction,
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similar in spirit to the various field theoretic studies of extended

objects, may help provide a dynamical foundation for parton model risults.

In summary, what has 'been suggested here, is that nature displays

physically all forms of chiral and unified gauge symmetry realization,

from spontaneous breakdown to manifest invariance, this by choosing a

branch  o f extremum solutions in which  <91>+0  as  <c> + 0 in regions  o f

high nuclear density; not a necessary choice, but an appealing one for

those who like their symmetries exatt and manifest, if only in limited

domains.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1.  Case (1).  The effective potential U(1)(a.n) in units of
eff  '

mN2%2go-2,   seen  by  the a field at nuclear density  n = Bno

as a function of
(a/(6) = m   /m  where aQ is the vacuumeff

expectation  at   n=0.      n     is the nuclear density in heavy
0

nuclei.

(2).
Figure 2.  Case (2).  The effective potential Ueff(a,n) in units of

22-24. m g ,  seen by  the a field at nuclear density n = Bn
Nao 0

as a function of (a/co) = m   /m where a  is the vacuumeff -N        o

expectation  at   n=0.      n     is the nuclear density in heavy '
0

nuclei.

\,
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